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Autodesk Speaker Background

An experienced PLM and PDM solution architect and business consultant, Darren has worked across multiple

industries implementing Autodesk technology for more than 15 of his 30-year career. His practical approach

and knowledge awareness guides customers to successful adoptions of PLM solutions and business

transformations, as evidenced by hundreds of successful Autodesk Inventor, Vault and Fusion Lifecycle

projects. His work in the medical, automotive, consumer products, machine automation, oil & gas, telecom -

and even the gaming industry - broadens his vision and approach to solving complex challenges. Beyond the

technical aspect of supporting enterprise FLC customers, Darren also maintains a connection with his

engineering past and designs intricate 3D printed products that are sold commercially through an automated

distribution network.



Learning Objectives

• Learning Objective 1

Discover how to implement simple techniques within Fusion Lifecycle that improve your 

users' experiences.

• Learning Objective 2

Learn how to identify potential roadblocks that impact system performance and future 

scalability.

• Learning Objective 3

Obtain real-world advice from a team that architects, implements, and supports Fusion 

Lifecycle daily.

• Learning Objective 4

Learn how to take actionable content and configuration settings back to your Fusion 

Lifecycle implementation.



Baseline to Basics – Finding Anything You Need

• Use the keyboard shortcut Control “F” to start the find feature in your browser 

(Chrome and Firefox).  

• Search for a key term and all instances are highlighted and listed.  

• Use the down arrow to quickly skip to the next instance of that keyword.



Basics and Find/Replace

• FLC Administrators:  Use Control F to locate a 

problem in an FLC Script – then Control R to replace 

it with the correct spelling of Attachments.

• The FLC Script browser has an embedded Find and 

Replace feature, but you must click into the script 

first to enable it. See additional instructions and 

gotcha’s in the supplemental download. 



So many ways to Find – the last is the best!

• Search just a workspace

• Or uncheck the box to search the entire Tenant

• Be careful, since searching a Tenant may return a ton of results

• Select “Only Item Descriptors” to help with title searching



Pasting Text from External Sources

• Text copied from another source may include hidden HTML 

• Paste as plain text and remove all text and table formatting

• Paragraph clear formatting may not always remove some 

of the residual HTML.  Select All, Cut, and re-paste as plain 

text



Modern Interface and “Dark Mode”

• Enable Dark Mode in your Browser

• Be careful… this may impact the visual 

output of some browser colors

• Black text may change to white and 

become hidden



Create a Browser 
Profile for FLC

•If you don’t have one, create a Work profile 
for accessing FLC - especially when working 
at Home.

•Keep private/protected information from 
slipping into auto-complete text, like Single 
Line text fields.  

•Organize your work in shortcuts.



Enabling Preview

• FLC Admins - don’t forget to enable 

“Visible on Preview”  for key 

properties.

• Limit this to only a critical few.  

• Images will work, but image size and 

resolution impact user experience.



Columns Expand!

• Columns expand within Sections

• Columns retain their new locations



Getting Creative with Columns

• This currently functions and at some point, it 

may stop working.  iFrames allow you to 

embed other websites, images, movies, etc. 

into a Single Line text field.  Be careful with 

this tip… and, I recommend steering clear of 

using this in a production environment.

• Now that you can expand a Column in a 

Matrix (FLC Admin feature), you can use 

simple code to expand the iFrame with it.

• The iFrame Width is set to 100%, and the 

Height is fixed at 200 pixels and 800 below.

• (That’s a real-time/live camera view from my 

3D printer and not just a picture!)



Embed Images into Sections

•Embed images into Sections

•Set Sections in FLC to collapsed for 
improved page performance / Admin Only



Reference Images in FLC

•Leverage existing images within FLC

•https://yourservername.autodeskplm360.ne
t/api/v2/workspaces/1476/items/49558/field
-values/PRODUCT_IMAGE/image/611

•Paste links into URL or Paragraph fields in 
FLC

•Adding this URL to any document or email 
will require a login first to view the image

•Restrict access to FLC Only Users



Managing 
Images in FLC

• Create a Workspace to store and manage Images

• Leverage the images elsewhere in the FLC Tenant without duplicating 
them 

• Use Computed fields or Scripting to reference the image URL

• Be aware the images require an active login to FLC and are not 
publicly accessible



View Records in Workspaces

• Some fields may impact performance when filtering long lists – especially 

computed fields.

• Easily turn columns off and on 

• Quickly re-order columns



Thumbnails and 
FLC List View

• Adding thumbnails to your List View may make it difficult to 
view.   Place at least one field after the image to affect the 
size.

• This can impact FLC performance if there is a list 
exceeded hundreds of records



My Outstanding Work

• Occasionally update your My Outstanding Work using the refresh command.  

• Disable the option to Display in my Outstanding Work – unless it is 

absolutely needed.  This can help with overall Tenant performance.

• Set a limit to display in My Outstanding Work for a time period (1, 2, 3 months)



Communicate and Maintain Updates

• Add scripting headers that detail current and past revision changes

• Copy the Version number into the Script description

• Update the  RELEASED to WIP, UAT, etc. when making changes



You can do that with Fusion Lifecycle?

• Have fun with driving FLC adoption by – playing games!

• Make up something more relevant, like Trivia and drive learning the 

platform fun.  There’s no App for this anywhere, BTW – just a method I 

used to learn how to configure Workspaces. 

• See the yellow?  Workflow Actions should provide instructions or 

expectations of the steps in your process.  

• Keep your Workflow steps simple and only show the happy path –

hide all the other transitions that (usually) overwhelm your FLC user-

base.  See a Play Again transition below – really no reason to clutter 

up the workflow User Interface?

• See any red or green colors?  

Drive attention to areas / 

sections by using Computed 

Fields and HTML formatting. 

• See more Instructions?  If 

anyone uses your FLC Tenant, 

it’s a great way to help them 

understand the steps. 



Big Ticket 
Items - Support

• Leverage Autodesk Fusion Lifecycle to manage enhancements, issues, etc. through a 
Support Request workspace.  

• Create a workflow to manage Urgent requests or backlog the ones that can wait

• Develop reports that identify critical areas in your FLC Tenant that require updates or 
enhancements

• Actually talk to the people that use FLC every day and incorporate their feedback into the overall 
site design and process flow.  Wait – they could submit their feedback in this SR Workspace!

• Create simple scripts that push updates to Slack, Teams during Support Request WF updates –
they all want to hear from you!  

• Nearly everyone filters emails and it’s very easy to create “Too Much FLC Noise” with incorrect 
administration roles and workflow permissions.

• The best thing you can do for any new idea, feature, script, update to your existing FLC Tenant is 
test it first (UAT).



Send up the Signal Flares (with Style)

• Minimize emails and leverage Slack, Teams, or other notification options

• Create a link back to FLC only accessible to authenticated users

• Visually identify the good and the bad!

• And by the way – that isn’t me sending slack messages at 4AM or 8PM – that 

happened automatically by Fusion Lifecycle (or Automation Robot)!



Lists… Lists… and more Lists

• Are you struggling to manage all those lists of stuff… 

BOM’s, Parts Lists, Suppliers, Materials, lists… wait –

more lists for which Suppliers are approved… Guess 

what?  Autodesk Fusion Lifecycle can digitize nearly any 

list and provide governance, standardization, and process 

control

• Excel Rows that require User Input are easily managed in 

the FLC Grid functionality.

• Be careful with the Grid function – the more rows you 

have – the more data that needs to be loaded.  



Create a Readable Descriptor

• Leverage FLC scripting and a custom field to create a unique Descriptor.

• Visually break up field information to make it easily readable.

• FLC Descriptors are limited to a maximum of 4 fields. This technique removes that limitation and allows for

reformatting the text string.

• Make sure none of the fields are paragraphs or contain HTML formatted data



Classification Paths

• Take classification information and generate a visual Path for 

FLC users

• Quickly identify class or grouping structures without navigating 

elsewhere on the Item Details page



Script Chaining 
Events in FLC

• Automate workflows and actions in FLC through script chaining

• A single script action has about 8 to 9 seconds to complete before a 
timeout occurs

• A script chain has about 90 seconds to complete before a timeout

• Workflow Action Script calls a Workspace on-Create Action, that then calls 
the on-Edit Action Script, etc.

• Capture event timing to determine issues with your scripts or areas 
within your Workspace/Item Details tab that may perform slowly



Enterprise 
Must Haves

• At least one sandbox tenant that is a direct clone of your Production Tenant (not trying to be a 
sales guy – this has/will mitigate system outages and downtime).

• Always test and verify within the Sandbox before deploying to Production

• Autodesk will clone your Production tenant to the sandbox no more than once a month, so plan your 
releases accordingly.

• Perform a complete end-to-end test each time you incorporate a new feature/update

• Create and run Test Scripts that automate user actions in FLC

• Incorporate a solution for managing the script repositories and changes / Git Hub, Visual Code, 
DevOps, etc.

• Create source code branches for managing releases and/or feature regressions
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